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It’s Cube time, Sir: This little baby gets even the English excited.

It was the center of attraction at the Cube days in Abingdon. The first orders
are now starting to arrive at WEINIG UK. P&J Joinery beat them all to it. We
will be reporting.
P & J Joinery are a successful small company
comprising three people and the owner, Philip
Nixey. The business is thriving and is looking to
invest in the latest technology to increase efficiency. They put their continuous success over
23 years down to the bespoke, personal, and
flexible service they provide. The Company are
prepared to machine any type of components
for their customers – builders and private clients
and give a complete joinery service for windows, doors, staircases, kitchen and bedroom
furniture manufacture.
They use traditional standard machines in their workshop and also used their WEINIG Profimat 22N,
very successfully for 22 years. So the new features on the WEINIG Cube make it the ideal addition
to the workshop, to keep up with the latest technology and to grow their business.
Said Philip Nixey, Owner, “We chose WEINIG because of the reliable German engineering we experienced on the Profimat and the prompt service
backup we received over many years. The Cube
provides many of the extra benefits we needed
to attract more business. It is easy to use, fast,
and more precise. We particularly needed its
260 x 160 mm specification, and were highly
impressed by its versatility, and saving in set-up
time. In fact, the Cube also has numerous other
practical new features such as: providing an
energy saving of 60% in dust extraction, simple
and fast knife changes on its ‘EasyLock’ system,
and safer feeding of short pieces.”

The Cube reinvents the planing operation. It is very fast, highly accurate and easy to use as never
before, being equipped with new technology laser measuring and automatic adjustment for width
and height. It is particularly suitable for smaller companies and those that currently use standard
machines and traditional methods of 4-sided planing. It does not have to be run all day long to be
profitable – as it is so productive, efficient and attractively priced.
The Cube is very compact and is ideal where space in the workshop is tight. And it can easily be
relocated by using hand-operated lift equipment. It does not require time consuming adjustments
and eliminates set-up error due to its part recognition technology. The operator has the added
advantage of being able to adjust the machine dimensions whilst spindles are running. Using
WEINIG’s simple ‘EasyLock’ knife change system, downtime is reduced dramatically.
“Since we installed the Cube in our factory”, said Philip Nixey, “We have had numerous benefits
in time saving with downtime being kept to a minimum, which has made us more versatile and
productive, providing increased capacity to take on more work and be more competitive. We were
delighted with the installation, which went very smoothly”.

